EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY
GURU NANAK DEV JI
GENERAL PHILOSOPHY
PHILOSOPHY: A WAY OF LIFE

➤ CONCEPT OF GOD
➤ CONCEPT OF NATURE
➤ CONCEPT OF MAN
➤ CONCEPT OF RELIGION
➤ CONCEPT OF ETHICS
EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY

➤ CONCEPT OF EDUCATION: Real education, vidyya


➤ Characteristics of Educated person: i. God-centred man ii. live worldly life iii. spends more on education iv. Tolerance and sympathy in speaking v. creative vi. emotionally mature vii. believes in inner discipline viii. harmony between material and moral framework ix. victory over five enemies.
CURRICULUM

➤ THE WHOLE WORLD
➤ PHILOSOPHY AND ETHICS
➤ HUMANITY SUBJECTS
➤ STUDY OF MOTHER TONGUE
➤ HEALTH EDUCATION
➤ SCIENCE SUBJECTS
METHODS OF TEACHING

➤ UNITY OF MORALITY AND INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
➤ UNIVERSAL EDUCATION
➤ DISCUSSION AND LECTURING METHODS
➤ RESEARCH - ANALYSIS METHOD SCIENTIFIC METHOD
➤ DEMONSTRATION METHOD
➤ OBSERVATION AND TRAVELLING
➤ MOTIVATION
➤ LOVE AND SYMPATHY
➤ USE OF SUITABLE METHOD
CONCEPT OF DISCIPLINE

➤ SELF DISCIPLINE
➤ DISCIPLINE BY LOVE AND SYMPATHY
➤ RESPECT OF PERSONALITY OF STUDENTS
ROLE OF TEACHER

➤ HIGHEST PLACE
➤ THREE WORDS FOR GURU
➤ SHABAD
➤ AN IDEAL TEACHER
➤ FOR EQUILIBRIUM IN THE SOCIETY
QUALITIES OF GURU

➤ TRUTH SETTLED IN HEADS
➤ UNITES THE HUMAN BEINGS WITH WORDS
➤ MAKES THE LOVE THE TRUTH
➤ FOSTERS THE HARMONY OF EMOTIONS AND PEACE OF MIND
➤ DOES NOT MAKE INCLINATION FOR MATERIAL CONSIDERATION
ASPECTS OF EDUCATION

➤ UNIVERSAL EDUCATION
➤ WOMEN EDUCATION
➤ EDUCATION FOR NATIONAL INTEGRATION
➤ EDUCATION FOR INTERNATIONAL INTEGRATION
➤ ULTIMATE GOAL
➤ SYNTHESIS OF INDIVIDUAL AND SOCIAL AIM
➤ HUMANISTIC TOUCH TO EDUCATION
➤ UNIVERSAL EDUCATION
➤ DEMOCRATIC EDUCATION
➤ UNIVERSAL BROTHERHOOD
➤ EDUCATION FOR WOMEN
➤ PRACTICAL EDUCATION
➤ SELF DISCIPLINE
➤ HIGH STATUS TO TEACHER
➤ SOCIAL CHANGE
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